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MOTIVATION

Terrestrial Laserscanning has proved to be an important tool for documentation 
of cultural heritage objects. The latest generation of phase shift scanners 

features an extremely high scanning speed and improved accuracy, thus making 
it possible to capture surface detail in the millimeter range. This was previously 

the exclusive domain of close range triangulation scanners. These scanners, 
however, usually have a very limited field of view, thus requiring a large number 

of scans even for relatively small objects. This can be economically prohibitive. 
Phase shift scanners, on the other hand, produce huge amounts of data, which 

commonly used modeling software cannot handle properly.

Rocaille stove in Schönbrunn Palace

object size: ~3 m by 1 m, 3 scanning positions; point density: <0.7 mm per scan; ~20 mio. points
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METHOD

Data acquisition:

• phase shift laser scanner

• up to 1 million points per second, ~3 mm accuracy

Registration:

• best fit of overlapping scans (ICP)

• optional consideration of control- / tie-points

Model generation:
• Delaunay triangulation

• optional interactive finalization

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Common phase shift scanner enable modeling objects with an extension of some 
meters at millimeter scale. For larger objects (up to several 10 m), the achievable 
overall accuracy is about 10 mm (right). In this case, tachymetric control point 

measurements are essential. While for shorter distances distance measurement 
deficiencies are the main influencing factor, for longer distances (> 10 m), the 

impact of angular errors increases. This has to be considered during the definition 
of the acquisition configuration (e.g. stable platform) as well.

Staircase in Schönbrunn Palace – Change detection (before vs. after restoration)
data acquisition: object size: 40 by 8 by 8 m; ~40 scanning positions (before and after restoration)

~5 mm point density per scan; ~15 mio. points / scan (= 600 mio. points / epoch)
processing: ~20 mio. points / epoch; ~10 mio. triangles / epoch

We developed a workflow comprising data acquisition, 

point cloud pre-processing and finally model generation. 
The pre-processing step aims at reducing point density and 

measurement noise considerably while preserving richness 
in detail as best as possible. It is designed to be applied 

automatically in order to cope with the huge amount of data 
provided by phase shift scanners supporting measurement 

rates of up to 1 million points per second. The number of 
necessary control parameters is reduced to a minimum and 

they can be estimated automatically – a major advantage 
over commercial software.

To prove the stated hypothesis of modeling at millimeter accuracy, we applied the proposed 
workflow on a tile stove, decorated with Rocaille ornaments. The stove is part of the "White-gold-

rooms" of Schönbrunn Palace. It was scanned before the restoration. Afterwards, it was 
completely dismantled into pieces with a maximum size of 50 by 50 centimeter. After rebuilding 

the object, it was scanned a second time.
Calibration deficiencies of the scanners used made the determination of an on-the-fly correction 

function necessary (JAG, Dorninger et al., 2008). The data used to determine the correction 
function was acquired in a Bergl-Room of Schönbrunn Palace. The effect of the application of this 

correction is shown by a practical example (right). The correction was applied to the stove data. 

The detectable differences of the stove are about ±±±± 35 mm while the remaining accuracy 
deficiencies were below 1 mm (below).

Rocaille stove in Schönbrunn Palace – Change detection (before vs. after restoration) and accuracy investigation
Maximal differences of ± 35 mm were detected (left) while the accuracy of the models is ± 1 mm (right).

Effect of on-the-fly correction of laser scanning data:
left: normal distances to a regression plane, right: rendered model
top: original data, bottom: corrected data

Data acquisition in a Bergl-Room:
Faro Photon phase shift laser scanner

Pointcloud pre-processing (3D-Filtering):

• reducing point density and measurement noise

• preserving details

RESULTS


